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FLOWZONE®
www.fzspray.com

We empower our users to complete their
work efficiently and professionally.
Our proprietary line of sprayers is the result of
constant improvement and acknowledging feedback
from our customers. Each element of a FlowZone is
mindful and deliberate; inside and out.
Favored by

pest control, turf & ornamental, and

lawncare professionals, these sprayers are built to
withstand daily use and choice chemical solutions.
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FLOWZONE®

LOOKING CLOSER
What makes a FlowZone sprayer?
The newest generation of FlowZone sprayers are delightfully versatile and more
effective than ever before. We took your feedback and tweaked our design so you can
forget those daily frustrations and focus on getting the job done.
FlowZone sprayers are capable and dynamic; meticulously sourced materials ensure
lasting performance. The sprayers are equipped with the following features:

COMFORTSTRAPS™

Vest-style straps covered with a layer of breathable mesh
to promote airflow even on the hottest days. The weight of
a full tank is evenly distributed to fight against fatigue and
body aches.

LITHIUM-ION BAT TERY

Each sprayer runs on an 18V Li-Ion battery capable of
powering the sprayer for up to three hours of continuous
spraying on one charge. LED indicator lights alert you to
current charge levels so you’ll never be surprised by a dead
battery. With proper maintenance, the batteries are built to
last 1,000 charge cycles.

FIVE-POSITION DIAL

Putting the control at your fingertips, the variable pressure
dial locks into five different pressure settings. Easily adapt
to the needs of your spraying project. Easily calibrate your
sprayer with your selected nozzle!

ERGONOMIC DESIGN

Thoughtful details are found throughout the sprayer in order
to make operation intuitive. Starting from the tank lid down
to the strap loops.
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FLOWZONE®
www.fzspray.com

TYPHOON 2.5
Model #: FZVAAK-2.5

For the first time, the popular 4-gallon TYPHOON
unit is equipped with an industry-leading fivesetting variable pressure control dial. A crowd
favorite, the Typhoon is a powerful tool capable
of pressures up to 115 psi with a battery life of
three hours.
A premier choice in the pest control and
lawncare industries, the TYPHOON 2.5 will
make it easier and quicker to spray.

Tank Capacity

4-gallon

Battery

18V/5.2Ah Lithium-Ion

Charger

21V/2.5A

Charge Time
Spray Time

~1.5 hours

Pressure

Up to 115 psi

Tank Output

>76-gallons

Spray Distance

Over 30-feet

Flow Rate

Up to 3 hours

Nozzles
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0.25 - 0.64 gpm
25˚ fan, 0˚ jet, adjustable cone
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FLOWZONE®
www.fzspray.com

CYCLONE 2.5
Model #: FZVAAJ-2.5

Another favorite of the pros, the CYCLONE
4-gallon sprayer has been updated with the
5-setting variable pressure controls. Spray for
over two hours on one charge and over 25-feet!
The CYCLONE 2.5 provides all-day comfort and
can withstand demanding projects. Crafted
from select materials that will last through
several spraying seasons, this sprayer is a great
choice for lawncare or pest control.

Tank Capacity

4-gallon

Battery

18V/2.6Ah Lithium-Ion

Charger

21V/1A

Charge Time
Spray Time

~2 hours

Pressure

Up to 60 psi

Tank Output

>57-gallons

Spray Distance

Over 25-feet

Flow Rate

Up to 2.5 hours

Nozzles
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0.25 - 0.48 gpm
25˚ fan, 0˚ jet, adjustable cone
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STORM 2.5
Model #: FZVAAG-2.5

Featuring the new click-in-place knob, the
STORM 2.5 includes all the best updates to
the Pro-Series line. Notable for its compact
2.5-gallon size, this sprayer allows you to easily
maneuver in smaller spaces while retaining
spraying power.

Tank Capacity

2.5-gallon

Battery

18V/2.6Ah Lithium-Ion

Charger

21V/1A

Charge Time
Spray Time

~2 hours

Pressure

Up to 60 psi

Tank Output

>57-gallons

Spray Distance

Over 25-feet

Flow Rate

Up to 2.5 hours

Nozzles
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0.25 - 0.48 gpm
25˚ fan, 0˚ jet, adjustable cone

FLOWZONE®
www.fzspray.com

MONSOON 2.5
Model #: FZSABN-2.5

The FlowZone® MONSOON 2.5 is a powerful
sprayer combining select features of the
Pro-Series lineup with unrivaled portability.
Multi-terrain wheels transport this large
capacity sprayer with ease. A 20-foot hose
provides the freedom to navigate and spray
while away from your sprayer.
Work up to 3 hours on one charge of the battery
and spray over 30-feet away. The MONSOON 2.5
is the premier option for navigating between
horticultural rows.

Tank Capacity

9-gallon

Battery

18V/5.2Ah Lithium-Ion

Charger

21V/2.5A

Charge Time
Spray Time

~1.5 hours

Pressure

Up to 115 psi

Tank Output

>76-gallons

Spray Distance

Over 30-feet

Flow Rate

Up to 3 hours

Nozzles
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0.25 - 0.64 gpm
25º fan, 0º jet, adjustable cone
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FLOWZONE®

ACCESSORIES
Making the most of your sprayer.

SKU
Description

SKU
Description

SKU
Description

FZAAEM

FZAAEN

FZAAEL

FZAAEP

18V/5.2Ah Battery

18V/2.6Ah Battery

21V/2.5Ah Charger

21V/1Ah Charger

FZAABC

FZAAAZ

FZRAAV

FZRAFL

Trolley

Trolley with
20-Foot Hose

Replacement Hose
(20-Foot)

Replacement Hose
(5-Foot)

FZAADA

FZRABV

FZRAEF

FZAAAQ

Extension Hose
(20-Foot)

Spray Gun

Adjustable Nozzle

25˚ Fan Nozzle
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FLOWZONE®
www.fzspray.com

SKU
Description

SKU
Description

SKU
Description

SKU
Description

FZAAA

FZAABD

FZAABB

FZAACG

0˚ Jet Nozzle

11/16” Threaded 110˚
Fan Nozzle

11/16” Threaded Adjustable
Cone Nozzle

Foaming Nozzle
with Bottle

FZAADY

FZAADZ

FZAAEA

FZAADX

110˚ Fan Nozzle
(Yellow)

Flat Spray Nozzle

Four Output Cone Nozzle

Gran Angular Nozzle

FZAAFY

FZAADL

FZAAEA

FZAACC

Optima Foaming Nozzle

Quick-Connect to 11/16”
Threaded Female Adapter

Quick-Connect to 110˚ TeeJet Nozzle Adapter

Garden Hose Adapter

FZAAFW

FZRABT

FZAAGD

FZAAGE

110˚ Fan Nozzle
(Green)

In-Line Spray Handle

ComfortStraps™
(4-Gallon)

ComfortStraps™
(2.5-Gallon)
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SKU
Description

SKU
Description

SKU
Description

FZAADT

FZAADU

FZRADK

FZRAAS

27.5” Standard Fiber Wand
with Viton™ Seal

27.5” Standard Fiber Wand
with EPDM Seal

Standard Carbon FIber
Spray Wand

Stainless-Steel
Spray Wand

FZAADW

FZAAGB

16.5’ Telescopic Wand

Four Nozzle Boom

FZAAFZ

FZAAGA

Two Nozzle Boom

Extendable Two Nozzle Boom
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X-STREAM CLEAN™
www.xstreamclean.com

The ultimate tools to help you clean
with confidence.
X-Stream Clean ® products are specifically designed
to make sanitation and decontamination jobs faster
and easier. With sub-100 micron level droplet size
capability, X-Stream Clean

®

is versatile enough for

spraying indoors and out.
This lineup features compact sprayers that make
navigating enclosed spaces a breeze. Meanwhile, with
hours of battery life, you can work continuously without
ever having to stop and pump.
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X-STREAM CLEAN

®

LOOKING CLOSER

Next-level disinfecting at the squeeze of a trigger.
Designed to make disinfecting intuitive and accessible, X-Stream Clean ® is built to
remain comfortable throughout a project. Non-corrosive materials are used in key
parts and connections so you can spray harsh cleaning solutions without worry.
Each X-Stream Clean ® sprayer features the following benefits:

COMFORTSTRAPS ™

Vest-style straps covered with a layer of breathable mesh
to promote airflow even on the hottest days. The weight of
a full tank is evenly distributed to fight against fatigue and
body aches.

LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

Each sprayer runs on an 18V Li-Ion battery capable of
powering the sprayer for up to three hours of continuous
spraying on one charge. LED indicator lights alert you to
current charge levels so you’ll never be surprised by a dead
battery. With proper maintenance, the batteries are built to
last 1,000 charge cycles.

STAINLESS-STEEL COMPONENTS

The spray wand and connections on the spray gun are
made entirely of stainless-steel to fight corrosion as a result
of any harsh chemical used in santization.

HEAVY-DUTY DIAPHRAGM PUMP

This recirculating pump is designed to prevent back-draft
in the sprayer. A continuous flow is promoted through the
sprayer even when using restrictive nozzles.
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X-STREAM CLEAN™
www.xstreamclean.com

VOLT 2.5G ELECTROSTATIC
Model #: XCEAHX

The VOLT 2.5G backpack sprayer is designed
to make sanitation and decontamination projects
faster and easier. The lightweight design takes the
stress off your back and wrists.
An incorporated Turbo-Boost™ electrostic fan
gives droplets the extra push to dispurse the
solution even further. Sanitizing those hard to
reach places is no longer a chore.

Tank Capacity

Fittings

2.5-gallon/10-liters

304 stainless-steel

Battery

18V/5.2Ah Lithium-Ion

Tank Coverage

Up to 15,000 sqft per tank

Charge Output

Positive 2,000 - 3,000V

Spray Distance

Up to 8-feet with Turbo-Boost™

Spray Gun

12V grounded electrostatic

Spray Time

Up to 6 hrs (4 with Turbo-Boost™)

Hose
Nozzles
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300 psi nylon PVC
40-, 80-, 120-micron cone nozzles
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VOLT 1L ELECTROSTATIC
Model #: XCEAHX

The VOLT 1L electrostatic sprayer features the
same benefits as its larger 2.5-gallon counterpart
condensed into a

compact, portable 1-liter

package. With a waist-belt style design, this
sprayer is easy to maneuver; keeping everything
important within reach.
An incorporated Turbo-Boost™ electrostic fan
gives droplets the extra push to dispurse the
solution even further. Sanitizing those hard to
reach places is no longer a chore.

Tank Capacity

Pressure

1-liter

Battery

18V/5.2Ah Lithium-Ion

Charger

85 psi with included nozzles

Tank Output

>76-gallons

21V/2.5A

Spray Distance

Up to 8-feet

Charge Time

~1.5 hours

Flow Rate

Spray Time

Up to 6 hrs (4 with Turbo-Boost™)

Nozzles
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0.028 - 0.077 gpm
40-, 80-, 120-micron misting nozzles

X-STREAM CLEAN™
www.xstreamclean.com

MICROBURST
Model #: XCVAAG-2.5

Although compact, this sprayer packs enough
power to keep up with you all day long. Sitting snugly
against your back, the MICROBURST Sprayer is
light and compact when being transported.
A 5-setting variable pressure dial puts the control
at your fingertips. Adjust to the amount of output
simply by turning the knob.
Included are all the nozzles you need to tackle a
variety of sanitation projects, including 80-, 100-,
and 120-micron misting nozzles.

Tank Capacity

2.5-gallon/10-liters

Pressure

65 - 80 psi

Tank Output

>76-gallons
Up to 8-feet

Battery

18V/5.2Ah Lithium-Ion

Charger

21V/2.5A

Spray Distance

Charge Time

~1.5 hours

Flow Rate

Spray Time

Up to 3 hours

Nozzles
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0.028 - 0.077 gpm
40-, 80-, 120-micron misting nozzles
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SPOTLESS MOP
Model #: XCMADD

With the SPOTLESS Cleaning & Sanitation
Sprayer Mop say goodbye to dirty buckets!
Keep

your

cleaning

solution

sanitary

by

eliminating the need for reused contaminated mop
buckets. The patented Silver-Infused Microfiber
Pads kills up to 99.99% of bacteria & germs.
Take your SPOTLESS on the go with the
light-weight portability, perfect for spot treatments
and isolated spills. Reduce slip and fall risk
by

preventing

excessive puddles. Specifically

designed to make tough cleaning & sanitation jobs
faster and easier! Make your tasks effective and
effortless with the pull of a trigger.

Tank Capacity

1.5-gallon/6-liters

Pressure

Up to 30 psi

Battery

7.2V/4Ah

Tank Output

>76-gallons

Charger

21V/2.5A

Spray Distance

Up to 5-feet

Charge Time

~2.5 hours

Flow Rate

Spray Time

Up to 2 hours

Nozzles
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0.13 gpm
18” microfiber mop, 65-degree nozzle

X-STREAM CLEAN™
www.xstreamclean.com
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X-STREAM CLEAN ™

ACCESSORIES

Making the most of your sprayer.

SKU
Description

SKU
Description

SKU
Description

XCRAHB

XCAAGX

XCAAGN

XCAAHQ

18” Stainless-Steel
Quick-Connect Spray Wand

40-Micron Quick-Connect
Misting Nozzle

80-Micron Quick-Connect
Misting Nozzle

120-Micron Quick-Connect
Misting Nozzle

XCRAGY

XCRAJP

XCEAHT

XCAAJN

Stainless-Steel
Spray Gun

Spotless™ Mop Spray Gun

Electrostatic Spray Gun with
a Turbo-Boost ™ Fan

7.2V/4.0Ah Battery

XCAAJM

XCAAKF

XCAAKG

XCAAKH

9.2V/1.5A Battery Charger

40 Micron Threaded
Stainless-Steel Misting Nozzle

80 Micron Threaded
Stainless-Steel Misting Nozzle

120 Micron Threaded
Stainless-Steel Misting Nozzle
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X-STREAM CLEAN™
www.xstreamclean.com

SKU

XCRAJR

XCRAJH

XCRAGZ

XCAAJU

Description

5’ Coil Hose

5’ Electrostatic Charge Line &
UV-Resistant Bend Protected
Charge Hose Assembly

5’ UV-Resistant Threaded
PVC Hose

65 ° Quick-Conect Fan
Nozzle

SKU

XCAAKA

XCAAKB

XCAAKC

XCAAJW

18” Plate w/connector

24” Plate w/connector

36” Plate w/connector

18” Microfiber Pad

XCAAJX

XCAAJY

XCRAJT

XCAAKK

24” Microfiber Pad

36” Microfiber Pad

Spotless™ Mop Backpack Straps

ComfortStraps™ with Small Accessory Pouch (2.5-Gallon)

Description

SKU
Description
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SILICA SLAYER™
www.silicaslayer.com

The number 1 OSHA Table 1 compliant
solution in the industry.
Easily comply with OSHA silica regulations and
protect your workers with the help of Silica Slayer™!
Each sprayer has the ability to attach to your tools,
transforming them into wet-cutting saws and wet
core drills in minutes.
When no tools are attached, this sprayer is able to
apply various solutions, including curing compound,
with no manual pumping required!
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SILICASLAYER ™

LOOKING CLOSER
One of World of Concrete 2018’s Most Innovative Products
Serving as a 100% OSHA Table 1 compliant solution for wet-cutting and core-drilling,
Silica Slayer can also be used for a large variety of chemical applications including high
viscosity form oil, curing compounds, sealants, stains, retardants, pesticides, diluted
bleach, and water.
Each Silica Slayer™ is equiped with the power to complete projects quickly and
comfortably thanks to the following features:

COMFORTSTRAPS™

Vest-style straps covered with a layer of breathable mesh
to promote airflow even on the hottest days. The weight of
a full tank is evenly distributed to fight against fatigue and
body aches.

LITHIUM-ION BAT TERY

Each sprayer runs on an 18V Li-Ion battery capable of
powering the sprayer for up to three hours of continuous
spraying on one charge. LED indicator lights alert you to
current charge levels so you’ll never be surprised by a dead
battery. With proper maintenance, the batteries are built to
last 1,000 charge cycles.

RUGGED MATERIALS

This sprayer is built to last with sturdy components, including
Viton™ seals, brass connectors, a threaded 300 psi UVresistant hose, and stainless-steel spray wand.

UNIVERSAL GHT CONNECTION

The sprayer hose is attached with a dual garden hose
connection that is removable, replaceable, reversible, and
resizable. Easily switch between your tools and the spray gun.
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SILICA SLAYER™
www.silicaslayer.com

HEAVY DUTY 4-GALLON
Model #: FZVACE-2.5

Featuring a variable-pressure dial, the 4-Gallon
SILICA SLAYER puts the control at your finger
tips. Adjust the amount of liquid output you
need with a turn of the knob.
Assembled with choice components, the
durable materials are able to withstand harsh
chemical solutions and extended use.

Tank Capacity

4-gallon

Battery

18V/5.2Ah Lithium-Ion

Charger

21V/2.5A

Charge Time
Spray Time

~1.5 hours

Pressure

Up to 115 psi

Tank Output

>76-gallons

Spray Distance

Over 30-feet

Flow Rate

Up to 3 hours

Nozzles
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0.25 - 0.64 gpm
25˚ fan, 0˚ jet, adjustable cone
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HEAVY DUTY 9-GALLON
Model #: FZVACF-2.5

With features that parallel the 4-Gallon model,
the 9-Gallon SILICA SLAYER stands out due
to its portable design. Rugged wheels can
transport this sprayer over various types of
terrain.
An extra-long 20-foot hose encourages a large
spray radius while the sprayer is in place.

Tank Capacity

9-gallon

Battery

18V/5.2Ah Lithium-Ion

Charger

21V/2.5A

Charge Time
Spray Time

~1.5 hours

Pressure

Up to 115 psi

Tank Output

>76-gallons

Spray Distance

Over 30-feet

Flow Rate

Up to 3 hours

Nozzles
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0.25 - 0.64 gpm
25˚ fan, 0˚ jet, adjustable cone

SPRAYMATE™
www.buyspraymate.com

Making home projects more
efficient and enjoyable.
SprayMate™ was created with the intention to give
everyday users access to the tools that professionals
have been using for years to efficiently complete
their work. Every homeowner or do-it-yourselfer now
has the ability to complete spraying projects swiftly
and smoothly.
From watering your garden, fertilizing your lawn,
sanitizing your home, treating for pests, to sealing
your deck, SprayMate™ is here to help.
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SPRAYMATE ™

LOOKING CLOSER

Changing the way you spray.

In an effort to make spraying more enjoyable and efficient for homeowners, SprayMate is an
introduction to battery powered sprayers. Offering benefits that parallel our professionalseries sprayers, SprayMate™ is accessible and affordable.
By switching to a SprayMate™ from a traditional hand pump sprayer, users will be able to
experience the following perks:

PORTABLE

Whether you need a lightweight tank or or a sprayer with wheels,
SprayMate has a solution. There is the option to transport your
sprayer on a trolley or with a convenient carrying strap.

BATTERY POWERED

No need to stop and manually pump! Powered by rechargeable
lithium-ion batteries, SprayMate™ sprayers are automatic and
require only a squeeze of the trigger to activate. Spray for up to
2 hours on one battery charge.

EXTENDED RANGE

Spray at distances of 15-feet; and up to 25-feet on certain
models! reach treetops or spray safely from a distance.

PRECISION SPRAYING

Each sprayer comes with nozzles that provide a range of ways to
spray. From a jet stream to mist, apply solution exactly the way
you need it. Included spray wands help pinpoint
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SPRAYMATE™
www.buyspraymate.com

TORNADO
Model #: SMSAAH-2

Spray like a pro with the SprayMate TORNADO!
This 4-gallon sprayer features a diaphragm
pump capable of spraying a variety of chemicals
and solutions. The TORNADO is built from
professional-grade components, which improve
spray time and range. The lightweight carbon
fiber wand assembly is mobile and adaptable.

Tank Capacity

4-gallon

Battery

18V/2.6Ah Lithium-Ion

Charger

21V/1A

Charge Time
Spray Time

Pressure

~2 hours

Tank Output

>57-gallons

Spray Distance

Over 25-feet

Flow Rate

Up to 2.5 hours

Nozzles
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Dual: 45 or 60 psi

0.25 - 0.48 gpm
110º fan, adjustable cone
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STORM
Model #: SMSAAG-2

At a compact 2.5-gallons, the STORM is great
for navigating indoor spraying projects or quick
sprays outside. The lightweight carbon fiber wand
assembly allows you to spray with accuracy.

Tank Capacity

2.5-gallon

Battery

18V/2.6Ah Lithium-Ion

Charger

21V/1A

Charge Time
Spray Time

Pressure

~2 hours

Tank Output

>57-gallons

Spray Distance

Over 25-feet

Flow Rate

Up to 2.5 hours

Nozzles
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Dual: 45 or 60 psi

0.25 - 0.48 gpm
110º fan, adjustable cone

SPRAYMATE™
www.buyspraymate.com

SHOWER MAX
Model #: SMSAAF

Undeniably a favorite for homeowners due to its
versatility, the SHOWER MAX can be assembled
as a rolling sprayer or a backpack sprayer. The
trolley is fitted with oversized wheels to help
transport the sprayer around the yard.
The rechargeable spray gun features a quickconnect adjustable nozzle and an attached flat
fan nozzle for multiple ways to spray. Accurately
spray with help from the automatic guide light.

Tank Capacity

4-gallon

Battery

7.2V Lithium-Ion

Charger

7.2V

Pressure

45 psi

Spray Time

Spray Distance
Flow Rate
Pump
Nozzles

Up to 2 hours
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15-feet
~0.16 gpm
Gear
adjustable, 18-inch extension wand
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LIL’ SQUIRT
Model #: SMSAAC

Experience the benefits of battery powered
spraying in a compact package! The ultraportable LIL’SQUIRT weighs less than 10 lbs when
dry, making it easy to carry around the home and
garden.
The rechargeable spray gun sprays easily at a
squeeze of the trigger. Select your spray pattern
(stream to mist) by twisting the adjustable nozzle.

Tank Capacity

1.3-gallon

Battery

3.6V Lithium-Ion

Charger

3.6V

Pressure

45 psi

Spray Time

Spray Distance
Flow Rate
Pump
Nozzles

Up to 1 hour
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15-feet
~0.16 gpm
Gear
adjustable, 18-inch extension wand

SPRAYMATE™
www.buyspraymate.com

SPRAYMATE™

ACCESSORIES

Making the most of your sprayer.

SKU
Description

SKU
Description

SKU
Description

SMRACZ

SMRACY

FZRABK

FZRABJ

7.2V Lithium-Ion Battery
Powered Spray Gun

3.6V Lithium-Ion Battery
Powered Spray Gun

7.2V Charger

3.6V Charger

SMRABS

SMRAHS

FZRABE

FZRADP

18-Inch Extension Wand
(Lil’ Squirt)

18-Inch Extension Wand
(Shower MAX)

6-Foot Coiled Hose

8-Foot Hose

SMRAHK
Backpack Straps
(Shower MAX)
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FLAMESLAYER™
www.flameslayer.com

An innovative solution to fire
protection and prevention.
FlameSlayer™ is formed through a unique partnership between
two companies dedicated to the well-being, safety, and
preservation of lives, property and resources within your home,
community, and company.

When delivered through a FlowZone® sprayer, the organic,
non-toxic, food-safe foam adheres to various types of material
including petroleum and cellulose-based surfaces creating a
protective barrier from flames.
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FLAMESLAYER

™

LOOKING CLOSER
What are the advantages of FlameSlayer™?
A safe solution to fire prevention is here. FlameSlayer™ is proud to contain zero ingredients that
could be harmful to you, your family, or the environment. Each bundle features a wetting agent
that can be used as a pre-treatment or as a way to extinguish live flames.
FlameSlayer™ is the premier choice for reliable fire protection and poses the following benefits:

ORGANIC & ECO-FRIENDLY

FlameSlayer™ is a proprietary blend of compounds that are certified
organic and safe for the environment and people. There is no hazmat
cleanup required and run-off will not contaminate the waterways.

NON-TOXIC & NON-CARCINOGENIC

The only fire suppressant to ever be certified with the National
Sanitation Foundation (NSF). It can be used in any agricultural
or food service location without fear of massive contamination or
extraordinary cleanup measures.

FOOD SAFE

NSF International has placed the GreenFire® family of products
exclusively as Certified Food Safe for and around food processing
equipment. Simply using a mild cleaner and water makes any
surface treated with GreenFire® safe for food preparation.

ADHERES TO ANY SURFACE

FlameSlayer™ not only works as a fire suppressant and
retardant, but also as a heat barrier. When appropriately
applied in welding, soldering, plumbing situations, it stays
in place; acting as an extra, essential layer of protection
against flare -ups and leaks.
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FLAMESLAYER™
www.flameslayer.com

GREENFIRE ® HOME DEFENSE
SKU: FZSAAFX

The only fire suppressant to be certified with the
National Sanitation Foundation (NSF); this premixed blend is for individuals wishing to pre-treat
their buildings and surrounding brush to prevent fire.
GreenFire® is safe for humans and animals. Approved
by USDA and NSF International as food safe, it also
contains Zero Forever Chemicals (PFAS).
With a foaming application, this multi-use solution
adheres/absorbs in to many surfaces for lasting
protection. It can also quickly extinguish burning
products. Moreover, the solution is certified for A- &
B-type fires.

2.5-GALLON BUNDLE
SKU: FSVAGP-2.5

This bundle includes:
• 2.5-gallon FlowZone® Storm 2.5
• 2.5-gallon GreenFire® Home Defense
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4-GALLON BUNDLE
SKU: FSVAGQ-2.5

This bundle includes:
• 4-gallon FlowZone® Typhoon 2.5
• (2) 2.5-gallon GreenFire® Home Defense

9-GALLON BUNDLE
SKU: FZVAGR-2.5

This bundle includes:
• 9-gallon FlowZone® Monsoon 2.5
• (4) 2.5-gallon GreenFire® Home Defense
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fzspray.com
+1 803.339.2500
sales@wessol.com

WESSOL, LLC

